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EVEON and JBT HubUp announce a unique partnership agreement for the
customized development and the manufacturing of medical devices
Lyon, November 27th, 2017 – Seven French companies have sealed a unique partnership called JBT
HubUp. This entrepreneurial collaboration offers to the pharmaceutical and medical industry a
unique solution for developing innovative medical devices by gathering all necessary skills, from day
one of the project for a global and complete consideration of all objectives : from design to
qualification through components manufacturing and their assembly.
This unique French national alliance represents a turnover of 100 million euros with 11 worldwide
production sites and 3 000 m² of cleanrooms. With over 850 people, these seven key players cover the
complete necessary skills to speed-up and successfully enable innovative medical devices
development.
Depending on projects and on required skills, these companies can
count on the recognized experience of each partner, namely, plastic
injection and mold manufacturing (Groupe JBT), design and registration
of medical devices (Opia Technologies), industrialization and project
management (Sibaya BCPharMed), design and fabrication of machines
and automatized production means (RDPM et ICM), design and
development of connected fluidic devices (EVEON) and LSR silicone
injection (Progress).

« We are proud to offer our customers the creation of this collective brainpower in order to, together,
overcome the future health challenges. This is also the start of a great human and technologic
journey » says Bruno Cocheteux, JBT HubUp General Manager.
JBT HubUp is composed of different sized companies all customer oriented, eager to propose solutions
to facilitate and speed up the time to market. Once the necessary partners are identified for the need
of the project, a unique interlocutor is appointed to take charge of the customer relationship. This
representative understands and manages the complete activity for the customer from design phase to
industrialization and automation of the assembly. He ensures the coordination of all partners who
commit, in a team spirit to respect values such as loyalty and responsibility towards other partners,
customers and suppliers.
EVEON designs, develops and markets innovative medical devices for the automated and secure
preparation and delivery of drugs. Thanks to its unique technology platform, Intuity®, EVEON offers
several families of medical device solutions according to the intended use. As part of the alliance,
EVEON brings its expertise in this field and in design and production of connected devices. Thus, EVEON
has been selected by medical device manufacturers to develop new generations of connected devices.
“We are proud to be part of this dynamic JBT HupUp and bring our specific skills and know-how to the
customers to support the development of their innovative medical devices that meet the challenges
of preventive, predictive, personalized and participative medicine” said Vincent Tempelaere, CEO of
EVEON.
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About JBT HubUp
JBT HubUp is a company and an entrepreneurial alliance which offers to the pharmaceutical and medical industry
a unique solution for developing innovative medical devices by gathering all necessary professional skills from
day one of a project : from design to qualification through components manufacturing and their assembly.
This alliance groups over 850 employees out of 11 worldwide production sites with over 3000 m² of clean rooms
and a turnover of 100 million euros. The development team counts over 80 engineers and technicians and 20
project managers. JBT HubUp will attend the next Pharmapack Europe exhibition in Paris on February 7&8, 2018.
Press contact: Estelle Eyssautier | + 33 3 84 41 42 00 | contact@jbthubup.com
For more information: www.jbt-hubup.com

About EVEON
Created in 2009, EVEON specializes in smart medical devices for safe and automatic preparation and
administration of drugs. The medical devices developed ensure that the administered treatment is controlled,
precise and constant, and are a guarantee of comfort and efficacy for patients and health professionals, at home
or in medical and hospital environments.
Thanks to its unique technology platform Intuity®, EVEON offers several families of medical device solutions
according to the intended use. Protected by 13 patent families, EVEON medical devices are tailor-made for its
customers and users.
As an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 accredited company, EVEON has received many awards, including:





Two years in a row, the Pharmapack Europe Award Best Innovation Exhibitor, with special mentions
Convenience and Ease of use in February 2016. (Intuity® Mix) and Ease of use and Patient Compliance in
February 2017 (Intuity® Ject),
2nd prize from the Alliance pour le Génie Biologique et Médical (the Alliance for Medical and Biological
Engineering) in July 2015,
1st prize at the RTS/France 3 sponsored international competition Invent tomorrow in December 2014.

EVEON will attend the next Pharmapack Europe exhibition, booth B48 in Paris on February 7&8, 2018.
Press contact: Charlotte REVERAND | +33 476 414 833 | cre@eveon.eu
For more information: www.eveon.eu

